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Dear Ian and Chris,  

 

As College Presidents, we became aware last year of disquiet within and between some 

trusts relating to relationships between vascular surgeons and interventional radiologists.    

 

Both Colleges acknowledge the increasing need for vascular interventions in an aging 

population and that patients needing endovascular care may be treated by surgeons, 

interventional radiologists or both. Each specialty brings a unique and valuable perspective 

to patient care and the skills and knowledge of both need to be recognised and welcomed by 

the wider multi-professional team. As technology advances, the silos that doctors 

traditionally occupied continue to be eroded for the benefit of patients. 

 

The present Coronavirus crisis has not only had devastating short-term effects on our ability 

to offer some interventions but may well lead to substantial modifications in future service 

delivery. The need to create sites or areas within hospitals where risks of viral transmission 

are minimised, seems inevitable. This may require service rearrangements within and 

between trusts that will rely for their success on close collaboration between vascular 

surgeons and interventional radiologists to solve workforce issues and optimal use of 

resources. 

 

We are pleased to note, therefore, that through the efforts of the Vascular Society and the 

British Society of Interventional Radiology, relationships are increasingly harmonious and 

mutually agreed policies and practices are already being evolved to deal with the delivery of 

efficient and safe services. We recognise that in a small number of trusts, competition 

between neighbouring providers may inhibit progress, but wish to assure surgeons and 

radiologists that both Colleges see collaboration at that level being just as important as that 

between clinical colleagues.  

 

Colleges rarely write to thank professional groups for their efforts and while there is always 

the opportunity for improvement, we wish to place on record our gratitude to those 

professionals who have contributed to an improved situation at a particularly difficult time.     

Both Colleges are committed to the delivery of appropriate and safe interventions for all 
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patients. We firmly believe that only by respecting all our colleagues, working together and 

communicating effectively will patient care and safety be best served.  

 

 

With our best wishes, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Professor Derek Alderson 

President 

Royal College of Surgeons of England  

 

Dr Jeanette Dickson 

President 

The Royal College of Radiologists  

 

 

 


